
New Aptico
Anti-Fingerprint
Finish

A combination of Max High Pressure 
Laminates with unique Aptico Surface 
presents a real matte sensation that has
an irresistible appearance, is effortlessly 
easy to maintain and features an 
innovative anti-fingerprint finish. 

Aptico’s advantages are plenty, including a gentle light 

reflection due to an extremely matte surface, a warm 

texture that works in almost every interior design style

and an easy to clean element that allows you to simply 

enjoy your surface without worrying keeping it constantly 

clean. One of Aptico’s more innovative features is the 

possibility of thermal repair for micro-scratches and 

abrasions.  Max HPL with Aptico Surface is perfect for 

numerous interior applications including shop-fittings, 

furniture, tables, walls and décor and more.
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New Aptico Decors

A real matt surface sensation -
an irresistible appearance, easy
to maintain,  with innovative 
anti-fingerprint finish.

Thermal repair of microscratches
one of the most innovative features
of Aptico is the possibiliy of thermal
repair to superficial microscratches
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moisten/wet some kitchen paper
using pure water from a spray
bottle and position it on top of the
damaged area.
 
heat an iron to about 180°c, and
then move this across the wet kitchen
paper in a circular motion for max.
10 seconds.

Dry the surface with a clean, dry cloth.
note: it is recommended to repair
micro-scratches within 48 hours

For best results when cleaning Aptico the following 
precautions must be taken:

Despite its robust and resistant surface aptico 
should never be treated with products which contain 
abrasives. scouring sponges (green scouring fibres) 
or other such materials (abrasive paper or 
washing-up sponges) should not be used.

Strong acidic or alkaline products should be avoided 
because they can alter the surface structure.

Polishes or waxy products should always be avoided 
as this can result in the loss of Aptico’s excellent 
surface properties.
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